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(54) IMAGE CAPTURE METHOD AND IMAGE CAPTURE DEVICE

(57) The present application provides an image cap-
ture method and an image capture device. The image
capture method is applied to the image capture device,
which comprises a first chip, zoom lenses, image sen-
sors, zoom motors, and focus motors. The number of the
first chip is one; and the number of the zoom lenses are
two, comprising a first short zoom lens and a second long
zoom lens, wherein the two zoom lenses have different
zoom ranges, and there is an overlap range between the
zoom ranges of the two zoom lenses. The number of the
image sensors is two, and the two image sensors corre-
spond to the two zoom lenses respectively, and the two
image sensors are communicatively connected to the
first chip respectively. The number of the zoom motors
is two, the number of the focus motors is two, and the
two zoom motors and the two focus motors are commu-
nicatively connected to the first chip respectively. By us-
ing the superposition of the zoom ranges of the two zoom
lenses, the focal length range of the image capture device
is expanded without increasing the size of a single lens.
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Description

[0001] The present application claims the priority to a
Chinese patent application No. 201810798102.0 filed
with China National Intellectual Property Administration
on July, 19, 2018, and entitled "IMAGE CAPTURE
METHOD AND IMAGE CAPTURE DEVICE", and the pri-
ority to a Chinese patent application No.
201910380893.X filed with China National Intellectual
Property Administration on May, 8, 2019, and entitled
"Camera Image Processing Method and Camera", which
are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

Technical Field

[0002] This application relates to the technical field of
video surveillance, and in particular to an image capture
method and an image capture device.

Background

[0003] With the development of computer, network and
image processing technology, video surveillance tech-
nology has been widely used. There are diverse image
capture requirements for video surveillance, such as pan-
oramic image capture and close-up capture of key tar-
gets. Therefore, in order to meet diverse image capture
requirements, image capture device for video surveil-
lance are often required for a wide focal length range.
[0004] In related technologies, methods such as in-
creasing the length of the lens in an image capture device
or the number of optical lenses in the lens are usually
adopted to achieve the purpose of expanding the focal
length range of an image capture device. However, the
above method has the problems of extremely high hard-
ware cost, very large size of lens, and low yield rate of
lenses with large size.

SUMMARY

[0005] The present application is intended to provide
an image capture method and an image capture device,
which are used to achieve the purpose of expanding the
focal length range of an image capture device without
increasing the size of lenses. The specific technical so-
lution is as follows:
In a first aspect, the present application provides an im-
age capture device, which includes:

a first chip, zoom lenses, image sensors, zoom mo-
tors, and focus motors;

wherein the number of the first chip is one;

the number of the zoom lenses are two, which com-
prises a first short zoom lens and a second long zoom
lens; the two zoom lenses have different zoom rang-
es, and there is an overlap range between the zoom

ranges of the two zoom lenses;

the number of the image sensors is two, and the two
image sensors correspond to the two zoom lenses
respectively, and the two image sensors are com-
municatively connected to the first chip respectively;

the number of the zoom motors is two, the number
of the focus motors is two, and the two zoom motors
and the two focus motors are communicatively con-
nected to the first chip respectively; wherein one of
the two zoom motor is connected to the first short
zoom lens, and the other one of the two zoom motors
is connected to the second long zoom lens; and one
of the two focus motors is connected to the first short
zoom lens, and the other one of the two focus motors
is connected to the second long zoom lens; and

the first chip is configured for, upon detecting that a
current focal length of the first short zoom lens is
equal to a preset switching focal length value, con-
trolling an image sensor corresponding to the second
long zoom lens to generate real-time images, and
controlling an image sensor corresponding to the first
short zoom lens to stop generating real-time images;
wherein the preset switching focal length value is
within the overlap range.

[0006] In the solution provided by the embodiments of
the present application, the image capture device in-
cludes two zoom lenses, each lens has a different zoom
range, and there is an overlap range between the two
zoom ranges. Thus, by using the superposition of the
zoom ranges of the two zoom lenses, the focal length
range of an image capture device can be expanded with-
out increasing the size of a single lens.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0007] In order to explain the embodiments of the
present application and the technical scheme of the prior
art more clearly, the drawings used in the prior art and
the embodiments will be described briefly in the following,
and it is apparent that the drawings in the description
below are only some embodiments of the present appli-
cation and those skilled in the art can obtain other draw-
ings according to these drawings without inventive ef-
forts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic structural diagram of an image
capture device according to an embodiment of the
present application.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of the zoom ranges
of two lenses in the image capture device according
to an embodiment of the present application.

FIG. 3 is another schematic structural diagram of an
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image capture device according to an embodiment
of the present application

FIG. 4(a) is a focus curve diagram of lens A in the
image capture device according to another embod-
iment of the present application.

FIG. 4(b) is a focus curve diagram of lens B in the
image capture device according to another embod-
iment of the present application.

FIG. 5 is a magnification curve diagram used in the
image capture device according to an embodiment
of the present application.

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of the imaging princi-
ple by lens in the steps of establishing a magnifica-
tion curve according to an embodiment of the present
application.

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of fitting magnification
curves with object distance of 4m in the steps of es-
tablishing a magnification curve according to an em-
bodiment of the present application.

FIG. 8 shows the equivalent focal lengths of two
zoom lenses according to yet another embodiment
of the present application.

FIG. 9(a) shows a reference image according to yet
another embodiment of the present application.

FIG. 9(b) shows a first image corresponding to the
reference image of FIG. 9(a) according to yet another
embodiment of the present application.

FIG. 10 shows a schematic diagram of the hardware
of an image capture device according to yet another
embodiment of the present application.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0008] In order to enable those skilled in the art to better
understand the technical solution in the present applica-
tion, the technical solutions according to the embodi-
ments of the present application will be described clearly
and completely in the following with reference to the ap-
pended drawings in the embodiments of the present ap-
plication. Obviously, the described embodiments are on-
ly some, and not all, of the embodiments of the present
application. All other embodiments obtained based on
the embodiments of the present application by those
skilled in the art without any creative efforts fall into the
scope of protection defined by the present application.
[0009] Firstly, the terminology in the embodiments of
the present application embodiment will be explained.
[0010] Magnification splicing: it typically means that a
single lens cannot achieve both short focal length and

long focal length. By using dual-lens or multi-lens splicing
technology, the videos from a short focal lens and a long
focal lens are spliced to achieve the purpose of expand-
ing the focal length of an image capture device.
[0011] In order to achieve the purpose of expanding
the focal length range of an image capture device without
increasing the size of a single lens, the embodiments of
the present application embodiment provides an image
capture method and an image capture device.
[0012] The execution subject of the image capture
method can be an image capture device including a first
chip, 2 zoom lenses, zoom motors and focus motors for
each lens and other components. For ease of under-
standing, the image capture device is introduced below.
[0013] As shown in FIG. 1, the image capture device
according to an embodiment of the present application
may include: a first chip 101, a first short zoom lens 102,
a second long zoom lens 103, zoom motor 1021, zoom
motor 1031, focus motor 1022, focus motor 1032 and
image sensors 104.
[0014] Among them, the number of the first chip 101
is 1. As the control center of the image capture device,
the first chip is communicatively connected to the various
components in the device and controls the various com-
ponents in the device by using communication informa-
tion. Of course, the communication connection between
the first chip 101 and the various components in the de-
vice can be realized by means of the communication in-
terfaces and the communication buses.
[0015] The number of zoom lens is 2, including a first
short zoom lens 102 and a second long zoom lens 103;
the two zoom lenses have different zoom ranges, and
there is an overlap range between the zoom ranges of
the two zoom lenses. For ease of understanding, as
shown in FIG. 2, the dual-lens zoom range in the image
capture device of this embodiment can be: the zoom
range of the first short zoom lens 102 is [f1,f2, and the
zoom range of the second long zoom lens 103 is [f3,f4],
with f1< f3<f2 <f4, an overlap range [f3, f2] existing.
[0016] The number of image sensors 104 is 2. Among
them, one image sensor 104 corresponds to the first short
zoom lens 102, which is used to obtain the images cap-
tured by the first short zoom lens 102 under the control
of zoom motor 1021 and focus motor 1022 after focusing
and zooming; and the other image sensor 104 corre-
sponds to the second long zoom lens 103, which is used
to obtain the images captured by the second long zoom
lens 103 under the control of zoom motor 1031 and focus
motor 1032 after focusing and zooming; and the two im-
age sensors are communicatively connected to the first
chip 101 , so as to send the obtained images to the first
101 chip.
[0017] The number of zoom motors is 2, wherein one
zoom motor 1021 is connected to the first short zoom
lens 102, which is used to control the zooming of the first
short zoom lens 102; and the other zoom motor 1031 is
connected to the second long zoom lens 103, which is
used to control the zooming of the second long zoom
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lens. The number of the focus motors 102 is 2, wherein
one focus motor 1022 is connected to the first short zoom
lens 102, which is used to control the focusing of the first
short zoom lens 102; and the other focus motor 1032 is
connected to the second long zoom lens 103, which is
used to control the focusing of the second long zoom
lens 103.
[0018] The first chip 101 is configured for, upon detect-
ing that the current focal length of the first short zoom
lens 101 is equal to a preset switching focal length value,
controlling the image sensor 104 corresponding to the
second long zoom lens 103 to generate real-time images,
and controlling the image sensor 104 corresponding to
the first short zoom lens 102 to stop generating real-time
images.
[0019] Specifically, the zoom lenses can capture im-
ages within their own zoom ranges, but cannot capture
images not within their own zoom ranges. Therefore, a
preset switching focal length value within the overlap
range can be preset to control the switching of the zoom
lenses. Thus, within the expanded zoom range obtained
by superimposing the respective zoom ranges of the first
short zoom lens 102 and the second long zoom lens 103,
when the current focal length of the first short zoom lens
102 is equal to the preset switching focal length value,
the image capture device can be switched to the second
long zoom lens 103 which is suitable for the current focal
length to capture images. Correspondingly, since the
zooming that matches the focal length range of the cur-
rent focal length cannot be performed, the first short zoom
lens 102 can be in a standby mode, which is specifically
executed as follows: the first chip 101 instructs the zoom
motor 1021 and the focus motor 1022 to control the first
short zoom lens 102 to stop the first zooming and the
first focusing, and control the image sensor 104 corre-
sponding to the first short zoom lens 102 to stop gener-
ating real-time images.
[0020] Optionally, similarly to the above switching from
the first short zoom lens 102 to the second long zoom
lens 103, in the image capture device according to the
embodiment of the present application shown in FIG. 1,
the first chip 101 can be further configured for:
upon detecting that the focal length of the second long
zoom lens 103 is equal to the preset switching focal
length value, instructing the image sensor 104 corre-
sponding to the first short zoom lens 102 to generate
real-time images, and instructing the image sensor 104
corresponding to the second long zoom lens 103 to stop
generating real-time images.
[0021] Of course, the case of detecting that the current
focal length of the second long zoom lens 103 is equal
to the preset switching focal length value is similar to the
above embodiment of FIG. 1 in this application. The dif-
ference between the two is that the zoom lens suitable
for the current focal length range is different. The lens
used to capture images and the lens in standby mode
are different ones.
[0022] The embodiment of the present application pro-

vides an image capture device, including two zoom lens-
es. Each zoom lens has a different zoom range, and there
is an overlap range between the two zoom ranges. Thus,
by using the superposition of the zoom ranges of the two
zoom lenses, the focal length range of an image capture
device can be expanded without increasing the size of a
single lens.
[0023] In specific applications, the current focal length
can be various. For example, the focal length can include:
a focal length corresponding to the current magnification
determined by the first chip 101 according to the current
magnifications of each lens through the preset corre-
sponding relationship between the magnification and the
focal length. Or, for example, the current focal length can
include: after the latest zooming, the focal length of the
image capture device stored by the first chip 101.
[0024] On this basis, optionally, in the above embodi-
ment of FIG. 1 of the present application, the first chip
101 detects that the current focal length of the first short
zoom lens 102 is equal to a preset switching focal length
value can specifically include:
obtaining a current magnification of the zoom motor 1201
corresponding to the first short zoom lens 102; determin-
ing the current focal length of the first short zoom lens
102 according to the current magnification of the zoom
motor 1201 corresponding to the first short zoom lens
102 and by using a preset corresponding relationship
between the magnification and the focal length; deter-
mining that whether the current focal length of the short
zoom lens 102 is equal to the preset switching focal
length value; if equal, detecting that the current focal
length of the first short zoom lens 102 is equal to the
preset switching focal length value.
[0025] In specific applications, since the images are
captured by different lenses in different focal length
range, the current focal length for each lens can be de-
termined according to the current magnification of the
camera’s zoom motor and by using the preset corre-
sponding relationship between the magnification and the
focal length, which specifically can be: based on the cur-
rent magnification of a specified lens and by using the
preset corresponding relationship between the magnifi-
cation and the focal length, determining the current mag-
nification of the specified lens.
[0026] The specified lens may be any one of the lens
with the smallest focal length range, the lens with the
largest focal length range, or the lens with other focal
length ranges. Among them, the preset corresponding
relationship between the magnification and the focal
length can be a corresponding relationship table between
the magnification of the zoom motor and the focal length
in the lens. The first chip can look up the corresponding
focal length from the corresponding relationship table
based on the magnification, or for the mapping relation-
ship between the magnification of the zoom motor and
the focal length in the lens, the first chip can use the
mapping relationship to calculate the corresponding focal
length based on the magnification of the zoom motor in
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the lens.
[0027] In the non-overlap range, optionally, in the im-
age capture device of the embodiment of the present
application shown in FIG. 1, the first chip 101 can further
be configured for:
upon detecting that the current focal length of the first
short zoom lens 102 is not within the overlap range and
is within the zoom range of the first short zoom lens 102,
controlling the image sensor 104 corresponding to the
first short zoom lens 102 to generate real-time images,
and controlling the image sensor 104 corresponding to
the second long zoom lens 103 not to generate real-time
images.
[0028] It can be understood that, in the non-overlap
range, each lens can capture images in its respective
zoom range. Therefore, when the first chip 101 detects
that the current focal length of the first short zoom lens
102 is not within the overlapping range and is within the
zoom range of the first short zoom lens 102, it controls
the image sensor 104 corresponding to the first short
zoom lens 102 to generate real-time images and controls
the image sensor 104 corresponding to the second long
zoom lens 103 not to generate real-time images.
[0029] Similarly, when the first chip 101 detects that
the current focal length of the second long zoom lens 103
is not within the overlapping range and is within the zoom
range of the second long zoom lens 103, it controls the
image sensor 104 corresponding to the second long
zoom lens 103 to generate real-time images, and control
the image sensor 104 corresponding to the first short
zoom lens 103 not to generate real-time images.
[0030] In specific applications, when there is lens
switching during zooming, if the movement speeds of the
zoom motors of the two lenses before and after the
switching are inconsistent, the zooming process will not
be smooth, and the picture will change quickly or slowly
before and after the switching. Therefore, in order to
achieve the effect of changing pictures uniformly before
and after the switching, optionally, in the imaging device
of the embodiment of the present application shown in
FIG. 1, the first chip 101 is further configured for:
before controlling the image sensor 104 corresponding
to the second long zoom lens 103 to generate real-time
images and controlling the image sensor 104 corre-
sponding to the first short zoom lens 102 to stop gener-
ating real-time images, based on the preset switching
focal length, determining. a preset magnification corre-
sponding to the first short zoom lens 102; based on the
preset magnification corresponding to the first short
zoom lens 102, a specified zoom speed, and an initial
magnification of the first short zoom lens 102, determin-
ing an initial step size of the zoom motor 1021 of the first
short zoom lens 102, and controlling the zoom motor
1021 of the first short zoom lens 102 operates to the initial
step size; and after the zoom motor 1021 of the first short
zoom lens 102 operates to the initial step size, controlling
the zoom motor 1021 of the first short zoom lens 102 to
perform a zoom operation according to the specified

zoom speed.
[0031] Among them, the initial magnification can be
the current magnification of the zoom motor 1021 of the
first short zoom lens 102. The preset magnification is the
magnification corresponding to the preset switching focal
length, and it may be of various types. For example, the
preset magnification can be pre-stored in the first chip
101 of the image capture device. Or, for example, the
preset magnification can be determined in real time by
the first chip 101 based on the preset switching focal
length, using the corresponding relationship between the
preset focal length and the magnification value. In addi-
tion, the initial step size of the zoom motor 1021 of the
first short zoom lens 102 can be determined specifically
based on the difference between the magnification cor-
responding to the preset switching focal length and the
current magnification of the first short zoom lens 102,
using corresponding relationship between the preset
step size of the zoom motor and the magnification.
[0032] In specific applications, based on the difference
between the magnification corresponding to the preset
switching focal length and the current magnification of
the first short zoom lens 102, by using the corresponding
relationship between the preset step size of the zoom
motor and the magnification, the initial step size of the
zoom motor 1021 of the first short zoom lens 102 is de-
termined, which may include: determining that whether
there is a residual value after the difference between the
magnification corresponding to the preset switching focal
length and the current magnification of the first short
zoom lens 102 is divided by the preset step size of the
zoom motor; if there is a residual value, the residual value
is determined as the initial step size of the zoom motor
1021 of the first short zoom lens 102. Since the video is
transmitted in units of frames, the zoom motor in the im-
age capture device also needs to move in units of frames.
Based on this, in order to achieve the effect of changing
images uniformly before and after lens switching, it is
necessary to ensure that the movement speed of the
zoom motor is the same during the time between the
frame before switching and the frame after switching.
However, the moving distance of the zoom motor during
a frame will not be constant, changing with the current
magnification, which will result in that though the zoom
motor keeps moving at a constant speed during a frame,
it may not be able to move to the switching position at
the end of the frame, and thus it cannot carry out switching
in units of frames. Therefore, in order to achieve the effect
of changing images uniformly before and after lens
switching, it is also necessary to ensure that the zoom
motor moves to the switching position at the moment of
lens switching.
[0033] For example, the magnification corresponding
to the preset switching focal length is Q=2310, the spec-
ified magnification speed is P=25, and the current mag-
nification of the zoom motor 1 of the first short zoom lens
1 is N=1800. In order to ensure that the lens is switched
to the magnification corresponding to the preset switch-
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ing focal length, the distance that the zoom motor of the
first short zoom lens 1 needs to move is M= Q-N =510.
If at this time the zoom motor 1 of the first short zoom
lens 1 moves at a constant speed P to Q, the zoom motor
1 will move a distance of 500 and 525, reaching a mag-
nification of 2300 and a magnification of 2315, but cannot
be at the magnification Q=2310 corresponding to the pre-
set switching focal length. Therefore, when starting to
zoom, a certain start step K should be set, letting K= the
remainder of M4P, i.e. 510425=20 plus 10. The first chip
sends a control instruction for a start step to the zoom
motor of the first short zoom lens for controlling the zoom
motor of the first short zoom lens, when it is started, to
move 10 steps during the first frame, and during each
frame after the first frame move at the specified zoom
speed, so as to ensure that the zoom motor of the first
short zoom lens just move to the magnification corre-
sponding to the preset switching focal length. In addition,
moving at the specified zoom speed during each frame
after the first frame can ensure the speed of the zoom
motor during the time between the frame before switching
and the frame after switching is the same.
[0034] Considering that the first chip 101 also needs
to encode and output the image signal sent by the image
sensor 104, and the image coding will occupy a large
amount of computing resources, which may cause the
performance of the first chip 101 to decrease, and then
the work efficiency of the image capture device to de-
crease.
[0035] Therefore, in order to avoid the decrease in the
work efficiency of image capture device, as shown in fig-
ure 3, the image capture device is provided by another
embodiment of the present application, which can in-
clude: a first chip 301, a second chip 302, a first short
zoom lens 303, a second long zoom lens 304, a zoom
motor 3031, a zoom motor, 3041, a focus motor 3032, a
focus motor 3042 as well as image sensors 305.
[0036] Of course, in specific applications, the image
capture device can also include: drive chips 306 for driv-
ing the movement of each motor, an aperture communi-
cation interface 308 for communication connection, a du-
al-filter switcher communication interface 309, and a mo-
tor communication interface 310 and a communication
bus interface 311.
[0037] Among them, the first chip 301, the first short
zoom lens 303, the second long zoom lens 304, the zoom
motor 3031, the zoom motor 3041, the focus motor 3032,
the focus motor 3042, and the image sensors 305 are
the same as shown in FIG. 1 of this application. In the
example, the first chip 101, the first short zoom lens 102,
the second long zoom lens 103, the zoom motor 1021,
the zoom motor 1031, the focus motor 1022, the focus
motor 1032 and the image sensor 104 in the embodiment
of the present application shown in FIG. 1, which will can
be referred to the description of the embodiment of FIG.
1 and not be repeated here.
[0038] One second chip 302 communicates with the
first chip 301 by means of a serial peripheral interface

bus, and the first chip 301 sends control instructions to
the second chip 302. The second chip 302 controls the
apertures of the two lenses and the actions of the dual-
filter switcher respectively through the communication in-
terface 308 and the dual-filter switcher communication
interface 309 according to the received control instruc-
tions.
[0039] The two zoom motors and the two focus motors
are respectively communicatively connected to the first
chip 301 by means of the second chip 302. Specifically,
the second chip 302 receives the signals of the zoom
motor 3031, the zoom motor 3041, the focus motor 3032,
and the focus motor 3042 of the two lenses through the
motor communication interface 310. The second chip
302 sends instructions to the driving chips 306 to control
the movements of the zoom motor 3031, the zoom motor
3041, the focus motor 3032, and the focus motor 3042
of the two lenses. The driving chips 306 are connected
to the second chip 302 through the communication bus
interface 311, sharing the communication bus interface
311 of the second chip 302, and the two groups of signals
of the driving chips can be switched by means of a chip
selecting signal.
[0040] In specific applications, during the image cap-
turing process of the image capture device in the embod-
iment of the present application shown in FIG. 3, when
the first short zoom lens has been zoomed and the sub-
sequent focal length is being adjusted, the current focal
length may change to fall within the overlap range, and
at this time, the lens in the standby mode needs to par-
ticipate in zooming. At this time, the focal length of the
lens in the standby mode needs to be adjusted from the
focal length in the standby state to the focal length re-
quired for participate in zooming, and a certain time delay
will be experienced for the focal length adjustment, re-
sulting in lens switching not timely and switching jams.
[0041] For this, in order to reduce the time delay ex-
perienced due to the focal length of the lens in the standby
mode adjusted from the focal length in the standby state
to the focal length required for participating in zooming
and avoid the jams of lens switching, in the shown in
figure 3, the application example of image capture device
according to the embodiment of the present application
shown in FIG. 3, the first chip 301 is specifically config-
ured for:

upon detecting the current focal length of the first
short zoom lens 303 is equal to the preset switching
focal length, before controlling the image sensor 305
corresponding to the second long zoom lens 304 to
generate real-time images, sending a control instruc-
tion to the second chip 302; and

the second chip 302 is configured for: upon receiving
the control instruction, controlling the zoom motor
3041 corresponding to the second long zoom lens
304 to perform a zoom operation, controlling the fo-
cus motor 3042 corresponding to the second long
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zoom lens to perform focusing operation and con-
trolling the image sensor 305 corresponding to the
second long zoom lens 304 not to generate real-time
images.

[0042] Considering that when the current focal length
of the first short zoom lens 303 is within the overlap range,
the current focal length of the lens changes, as a function
of the subsequent zoom parameter, to the preset switch-
ing focal length, and when the current focal length is equal
to the preset switching focal length, the lens for capturing
images will be switched to the second longest zoom lens
304. Therefore, when the current focal length of the first
short zoom lens 303 is within the overlap range, the zoom
motor 3041 and the focus motor 3042 corresponding to
the second long zoom lens 304 can be controlled to per-
form zoom operation and focus operation respectively,
so that the second long zoom lens 304 follows the move-
ment of the first short zoom lens 303. When the current
focal length is equal to the preset switching focal length,
the second long zoom lens 304 is moved as far as pos-
sible to the position where the distance away from the
focal length required for participating in zooming is less
or zero, thereby reducing time delay experienced due to
the focal length adjusted from the focal length of the sec-
ond long zoom lens 304 in the standby mode to the focal
length required for participating in zooming.
[0043] Of course, during the process of the second
long zoom lens 304 following the movement of the first
short zoom lens 303, since the current focal length has
not reached the preset switching focal length, the lens
used to obtain images is still the first short zoom lens
303, and correspondingly, the first chip 301 controls the
image sensor 305 corresponding to the second long
zoom lens 304 not to generate real-time images.
[0044] Optionally, upon the above first chip 301 detects
that the current focal length of the first short zoom lens
is within the overlap range, it sends control instructions
to the second chip, which can specifically include:

upon detecting that the current focal length of the
first short zoom lens 302 is within the overlap range,
obtaining a current object distance corresponding to
the current focal length, and based on the current
object distance and the current focal length, deter-
mining a first magnification and a first focal length of
the second long zoom lens 304, and sending a con-
trol instruction including the first magnification and
the first focal length to the second chip 302; and

correspondingly, the above second chip 302, upon
receiving the control instruction, controls the zoom
motor 3041 corresponding to the second long zoom
lens 304 to perform the zoom operation, controls the
focus motor 3042 corresponding to the second long
zoom lens to perform the focusing operation, and
controls the image sensor 305 corresponding to the
second long zoom lens 304 not to generate real-time

images, which can specifically includes:
the second chip 302, upon receiving the control in-
struction including the first magnification and the first
focal length, controls the zoom motor 3041 corre-
sponding to the second long zoom lens 304 to per-
form the zoom operation according to the first mag-
nification, controls the focus motor 3042 correspond-
ing to the second long zoom lens 304 to performs
the focusing operation according to the first focal
length, and controls the image sensor 305 corre-
sponding to the second long zoom lens 304 not to
generate real-time images.

[0045] The second chip 302, upon receiving the control
instruction including the first magnification and the first
focal length, controls the zoom motor 3041 correspond-
ing to the second long zoom lens 304 to perform the zoom
operation according to the first magnification and controls
the focus motor 3042 corresponding to the second long
zoom lens 304 to performs the focusing operation ac-
cording to the first focal length specifically can be various.
For example, the second chip 302 can send the first mag-
nification of the second long zoom lens 304 to the zoom
motor 3041 of the second long zoom lens 304, so that
the second long zoom lens 304 can move based on the
first magnification and thus the second long zoom lens
304 follows the first short zoom lens 303 to zoom. Or, for
example, the second chip 302 can determine the control
signal for movement of the zoom motor 3041 of the sec-
ond long zoom lens 304 based on the first magnification
of the second long zoom lens 304, and send the control
signal for movement to the zoom motor 3041 of the sec-
ond long zoom lens 304 to control the zoom motor 3041
of the lens 304 to move in accordance with the control
signal for movement, thereby achieving the second long
zoom lens 304 following the first short zoom lens 303 to
zoom. Similar to the specific process of controlling the
zoom motor 3041 of the second long zoom lens 304 to
move according to the first magnification, the second chip
302 controls the focus motor 3042 of the second long
zoom lens 304 to move according to the first focal length.
The difference between the two is that motors in control
and the information used for control are different.
[0046] Optionally, in the above embodiment, the first
chip 302 obtains a current object distance corresponding
to the current focal length, and based on the current ob-
ject distance and the current focal length, determines a
first magnification and a first focal length of the second
long zoom lens, specifically can includes:

determining the current object distance based on the
current magnification and the current focal length
corresponding to the first short zoom lens 303;

based on the current object distance and the current
magnification corresponding to the first short zoom
lens 303, search for first preset magnification curves
and determining a first magnification corresponding
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to the second long zoom lens; wherein the first preset
curve comprises at least one magnification curve,
any magnification curve is used to indicate the cor-
responding relationship between the magnification
of the first short zoom lens and the magnification of
the second long zoom lens at one preset object dis-
tance, and different magnification curves correspond
to different preset object distances; and

based on the first magnification corresponding to the
second long zoom lens 304, searching for focus
curves corresponding to the second long zoom lens
304 and determining a first focal length correspond-
ing to the second long zoom lens 304, wherein the
focus curves comprises at least one focus curve, any
focus curve is used to indicate the corresponding
relationship between the magnification of the second
long zoom lens and the focal length of the second
long zoom lens at one preset object distance, and
different focus curves correspond to different preset
object distances.

[0047] For different object distances, focus curves of
each lens at that object distance will be generated, so
that multiple focus curves at different object distances
can be stored in the first chip 301 in advance. Corre-
spondingly, the first chip 301 can directly determine the
current focus curve at the current object distance of the
scene from the multiple focus curves stored according
to the current magnification and the current focal length
of the first short zoom lens 302, so as to determine, based
on the current focus curves, the current object distance
of the scene where the image capture device is located.
[0048] On this basis, the magnification curve can be
obtained from multiple preset magnification curves ac-
cording to the current object distance; wherein, the mul-
tiple preset magnification curves are those curves re-
spectively at multiple preset object distances and estab-
lished according to the corresponding relationship be-
tween the magnification the first short zoom lens 302 and
the magnification of the second long zoom lens 304.
Thus, the first magnification of the second long zoom
lens 304 can be determined according to the magnifica-
tion curve and the first magnification of the first short
zoom lens 302. At the same time, the first chip 301 can
determine the first focal length of the second long zoom
lens 304 according to the first magnification of the second
long zoom lens 304 by using the relationship between
the focal length and the magnification.
[0049] In specific applications, the above image cap-
ture device may further include knobs for adjusting the
zoom motors, so that the user can adjust the zoom motors
by rotating the knobs, thereby adjusting the focal lengths
of the lenses. In addition, the first chip can also receive
the zoom parameters generated by the user’s operation
fed back by the zoom motors, and then send control in-
structions according to the zoom parameters and the pre-
stored image capture program to realize the functions of

the image capture device that cannot be achieved by
user’s operation alone. Of course, user’s operations can
be not only by means of the knobs, but also by means
of remote commands, control signals, etc.
[0050] For ease of understanding, two lenses: lens A
and lens B are taken as examples for illustration. For
example, the focus curve of lens A is as shown in FIG.
4(a), the focus curve of lens B is as shown in FIG. 4(b),
and the magnification curve.is as shown in FIG. 5, Among
them, in FIG. 4 (a), FIG. 4 (b) and FIG. 5, A focus, B focus
represent the focal lengths of lens A and lens B, A_zoom,
B_zoom respectively represent the magnifications of
lens A and lens B, and the object distance corresponding
to each curve is 1.5m, 6m and INF. Suppose lens A is
the first short zoom lens, lens B is the second long zoom
lens.
[0051] The first chip determines the current focus curve
of lens A from the focus curves shown in Figure 4(a)
according to the current magnification of the zoom motor
o and the current focal length of the focus motor of lens
A, such as the curve corresponding to the object distance
of 1.5m. According to the current focus curve, it deter-
mines the current object distance of the scene where the
image capture device is located is 1.5m. According to
the current object distance of 1.5m, from the multiple pre-
set magnification curves shown in FIG. 5, it obtains a
magnification curve with an object distance of 1.5m. ac-
cording to the magnification curve corresponding to the
object distance of 1.5m and the current magnification of
the zoom motor of lens A, it determines the current mag-
nification of lens B.
[0052] Similar to the operation performed when lens A
is the first short zoom lens, suppose the first short zoom
lens is lens B, and the second long zoom lens is lens A.
According to the corresponding relationship between the
current magnification and the focal length of lens A, the
current focus curve of lens A can be determined to be
one of the focus curves shown in Figure 4(b), such as
the curve withe the object distance of 1.5m. According
to the current focus curve, the current object distance of
the scene where the image capture device is located is
determined as 1.5m. According to the current object dis-
tance, from the multiple preset magnification curves
shown in FIG. 5, the curve corresponding to the object
distance of 1.5m is obtained. According to the magnifi-
cation curve corresponding to the object distance of 1.5m
and the current magnification of lens B, the current mag-
nification of lens A is determined.
[0053] In the above method of the second long zoom
lens following the first short zoom lens to zoom, the first
chip can determine the current magnification of the lens
based on the current magnification of the zoom motor
and the current focal length of the focus motor of the first
short zoom by using the preset magnification curve, and
control the zoom motors of the second long zoom lens
according to the current magnification of the second long
zoom lens, thereby realizing the effect of the second long
zoom lens following the first short zoom lens to zoom.
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Compared with the case that the zooming of the first short
zoom lens is zooming while the second long zoom lens
is in the standby mode, during the lens switching, there
will be no time delay when the second long zoom lens
starts from the standby mode to the zoom mode, thereby
avoiding the jams of lens switching and unsmooth zoom-
ing.
[0054] Optionally, in the above optional embodiment,
the preset magnification curve shown in FIG. 5 can be
specifically established by using the following steps 1 to
3:

step 1: dividing the overlap range of the first short
zoom lens and the second long zoom lens to obtain
a preset number of sub-focal lengths.
Since the zoom following is a process in which the
second long zoom lens follows the first short zoom
lens in the overlapping range, and the zooming of
the lens is caused by the movement of the zoom
motor in the lens, in order to obtain the following re-
lationship curve between the two lenses, the overlap
range can be divided to obtain a preset number of
sub-focal lengths, so as to adjust the zoom motors
of the two lenses for each sub-focal length to simu-
late movement of the zoom motor of the lens in the
overlap range.
step 2: for each sub-focal length, according to the
sub-focal length, the preset object size, the preset
object distance and the preset pixel width, using the
preset imaging principle, determining the specified
pixels of the image at the sub-focal length formed by
an object with the preset object size at the preset
object distance.
Since the second long zoom lens zooms follows the
first short zoom lens to zoom, which is equivalent to
making the focal lengths of the motors of the two
lenses the same after zooming, a preset object can
be set to determine that the specified pixels of the
images formed at each sub-focal length when the
preset object is at the preset object distance. Then,
the determined specified pixels are used as the ref-
erence standard, which is used as the standard for
the subsequent zooming of the first short zoom lens
and the second long zoom lens. In specific applica-
tions, different preset object distances can be set
multiple times to obtain the magnification curves in
multiple application scenarios. Specifically, for each
sub-focal length, the magnification of the first short
zoom lens and the magnification of the second long
zoom lens can be adjusted, and then the first mag-
nification making the pixels of the image formed by
the first short zoom lens equal to the specified pixels
of the image formed at the sub-focal length, and the
second magnification making the pixels of the image
formed by the second long zoom lens equal to the
specified pixels of the image formed at the sub-focal
length is recorded.
step 3: establishing a preset magnification curve ac-

cording to the first magnification and the second
magnification corresponding to each sub-focal
length.

[0055] In specific applications, there may be multiple
ways to establish the preset magnification curve accord-
ing to the first magnification and the second magnification
corresponding to each sub-focal length. For example,
the preset magnification curve can be drawn directly ac-
cording to the first magnification and the second magni-
fication corresponding to each sub-focal length. Or, for
example, the preset magnification curve can be estab-
lished according to the first magnification and the second
magnification corresponding to each sub-focal length by
using a preset data fitting algorithm.
[0056] Based on the zoom parameters of the specified
pixels value and the zoom scene, the first short zoom
lens and the second long zoom lens perform zooming.
When both images with the specified pixels value are
obtained after zooming, it indicates that when the zoom
motors of the lenses in the same application scene move
in the overlapping range, the two lenses reach the same
focal length. The curve established based on the mag-
nification of each zoom motor of the two lenses at this
time can indicate the following relationship of the two
lenses. Therefore, a preset zoom tracking curve can be
established by recording the magnifications of the zoom
motors of the lenses at each sub-focal length and ac-
cording to the first and second magnifications corre-
sponding to each sub-focal length.
[0057] Moreover, based on the above method of es-
tablishing a preset magnification curve, after adjusting
the magnification of the first short zoom lens and the mag-
nification of the second long zoom lens, if there is a re-
quirement for the output of images captured by the two
lenses, for example, a requirement of visualization by
images for convenient intuitive analysis, then the first
short zoom lens and the second long zoom lens can also
be set to perform auto focus, so as to determine the pixels
value of the images based on the obtained image pixels,
thereby outputting the images.
[0058] For ease of understanding, based on the sche-
matic diagram of the principle of imaging by lens in the
method for establishing a magnification curve shown in
FIG. 6, the method for establishing the above magnifica-
tion curve is explained. Draw a rectangle of 30cm∗20cm
on a standard target surface drawing as the preset object,
place the standard target surface drawing at a distance
of 1.5m directly in front of the lens, and then take the
horizontal correction as an example to explain the prin-
ciple, which is the vertical direction similar to.
[0059] As shown in FIG. 6, suppose the width of the
object is W=30cm, the object distance is L=1.5m, the size
of the imaging on the image sensor is S pixels, and the
width of each pixel on the image sensor is E, then the
preset imaging principle is formula one: 
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[0060] The overlapping range [f3,f2] are divided into
10 equally, and are labeled with f30, f31, f32, f33,... and
f39, where f30=f3, f31=f3+(f2-f3)/10, and so on. When
F=f30, the theoretical pixels value S of the long side of
the corresponding rectangular image can be calculated
using formula one. At this time, adjust the zoom motors
of lens A and lens B, and set auto focus so that the pixels
on the long side of the rectangular image output by the
two lenses are exactly S, record the magnification of lens
A and lens B at this time, and draw a point in the focus
curve. Repeat the above steps, adjust the zoom motors
of lens A and lens B making F=f31, set auto focus, record
the magnifications of lens A and lens B at this time, and
draw another point in the focus curve.
[0061] Perform the above steps 10 times to draw a
magnification curve with object distance of 1.5m. For
drawing magnification curves at other object distances,
a teleconverter can be used to adjust the object distance
to 6m, and the same operation steps as the above mag-
nification curve with object distance of 1.5m can be used
to draw a magnification curve. with object distance of 6m.
Using the teleconverter to adjust the object distance to
100m, and the focus curve of INF can be draw by using
the same steps as above.
[0062] In specific applications, for ease of implemen-
tation, when the overlapping range is divided into sub-
focal lengths, it is only divided into a limited number, for
example, in the above embodiment there are 10 sub-
focal lengths, so that a limited number of discrete mag-
nifications are obtained. However, the lens can zoom at
any focal length in the overlapping range, and the mag-
nification curve drawn with a limited number of magnifi-
cations has the problem that it cannot fully represent the
following zoom relationship between the first short zoom
lens and the second long zoom lens. In this regard, in
order to obtain a more accurate magnification curve fully
representing the following zoom relationship between the
first short zoom lens and the second long zoom lens,
optionally, in the above embodiment, according to the
first magnification and the second magnification corre-
sponding to each sub-focal length, The establishment of
a preset magnification curve can be established, which
specifically include the following steps:
according to the first magnification and the second mag-
nification corresponding to each sub-focal length, per-
forming data fitting on the first magnification and the sec-
ond magnification corresponding to each sub-focal
length by using a preset data fitting method to obtain a
preset magnification curve.
[0063] Among them, the preset data fitting method can
specifically be least square fitting. In addition, similar to
the above case of dividing the overlapping range, the
actual zooming scene constructed as described above
to obtain the magnification curves at multiple preset ob-

ject distances can only obtain the magnification curves
at a limited number of the preset object distances. There-
fore, when a magnification curve needs to be captured
from the multiple preset magnification curves according
to the current object distance, there may be no curve
corresponding to the current object distance in the mul-
tiple preset magnification curves.
[0064] In order to avoid being unable to obtain a first
preset magnification curve corresponding to the current
object distance from the multiple preset magnification
curves, optionally, when the second long zoom lens fol-
lows the first short zoom lens to zoom, based on the
current object distance and the current magnification cor-
responding to the first short zoom lens 303, searching
for the first preset magnification curve, which can specif-
ically include the following steps:

according to the current object distance, obtaining
two preset magnification curves corresponding to
the two preset object distances adjacent to the cur-
rent object distance from the multiple preset magni-
fication curves;

for the specified magnification of the first short zoom
lens, according to the two preset magnification
curves, respectively determining two specified mag-
nifications of the second long zoom lens correspond-
ing to the specified magnifications of the first short
zoom lens;

according to the two specified magnifications and
preset ratios of the second long zoom lens, calculat-
ing the corresponding magnification of the second
long zoom lens corresponding to the specified mag-
nification of the first short zoom lens at the current
object distance; and

according to the multiple specified magnifications of
the first short zoom lens and the corresponding mag-
nifications of the second long zoom lens correspond-
ing to each specified magnification, obtaining a first
preset magnification curve by fitting.

[0065] For ease of understanding, description is made
by taking the process of fitting a magnification curve with
object distance of 4m shown in FIG. 7 as an example.
[0066] For example, when the current object distance
is 4m, the first chip cannot obtain a magnification curve
with the object distance of 4m from the multiple preset
magnification curves. Of course, the unavailable here
means that there is no magnification curve with object
distance of 4m in the multiple preset magnification
curves. The current first short zoom lens is lens A, and
the second long zoom lens is lens B. Therefore, the first
chip obtains two preset magnification curves correspond-
ing to two object distances of 6 m and 1.5 m that are
adjacent to the current object distance of 4 m from the
multiple preset magnification curves. For the specified
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magnification of the first short zoom lens such as P, ac-
cording to the two preset magnification curves corre-
sponding to 6m and 1.5m, the two specified magnifica-
tions M and N. of the second long zoom lens correspond-
ing to the specified magnifications of the first short zoom
lens are determined respectively According to the two
specified magnifications M and N of the second long
zoom lens, the preset ratio β, and then the distance be-
tween P point and M point: P2=P1∗β, the specified mag-
nification of the secondary lens B corresponding to the
specified magnification P of the main lens A at the current
object distance is calculated. Suppose the magnification
of lens B corresponding to the specified magnification M
of lens A is Q, the corresponding magnification of the
lens B corresponding to the specified magnification P of
the lens A at the current object distance is calculated as
Q-P2=Q-P1∗β. Then, according to the multiple specified
magnifications of the first short zoom lens and the cor-
responding magnifications of the second long zoom lens
corresponding to each specified magnification, the first
preset magnification curve is obtained by fitting.
[0067] Of course, the method of obtaining the magni-
fication curve at a new object distance by fitting according
to the obtained magnification curves and the preset ratio
in the above embodiment can also be used to establish
the magnification curve. Specifically, by constructing an
actual zoom scene, the magnifications curve at at least
two object distances can be obtained. According to the
at least two obtained magnification curves, the above
fitting method is adopted to obtain the magnification
curves at multiple object distances. The fitting method
does not need time for multiple object distance adjust-
ments, which is beneficial to improve the efficiency of
establishing the magnification curve.
[0068] Considering that during the zooming process of
the image capture device, if the second long zoom lens
only performs zoom tracking when following the move-
ment of the first short zoom lens, and the focus lens of
the second long zoom lens will start focusing when the
lens is switched, there will be a problem that the picture
is suddenly blurred. In order to avoid image blur during
lens switching, optionally, after the second long zoom
lens is zoomed based on the current magnification of the
second long zoom lens, the image capture method pro-
vided in the embodiment of the present application can
further include the following steps:

step 1: capturing the current focus curve of the sec-
ond long zoom lens, and the current focus curve is
a curve generated according to the corresponding
relationship between the magnification and the focal
length of the second long zoom lens at the current
object distance of the scene where the image cap-
ture device is located.
wherein, the focus curve can be specifically as
shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) of this application.
A focus and B focus represent the focal lengths of
lens A and lens B respectively. A_zoom and B_zoom

represent the magnifications of lens A and lens B
respectively. The object distances corresponding to
each curve are 1.5m, 6m and INF

step 2: determining the current focal length of the
second long zoom lens according to the current ob-
ject distance and the current focus curve of the sec-
ond long zoom lens.
During the movement of the zoom motor, the focus
motor also follows to move. Among them, the focus
motor of lens A follows the curve in FIG. 4(a), and
the focus motor of lens B follows the curve in FIG.
4(b).

step 3: performing focusing operation on the second
long zoom lens based on the current focal length of
the second long zoom lens.

[0069] For example, suppose lens A is the first short
zoom lens, and lens B is the second long zoom lens. The
first chip determines the current focus curve of lens A
from the focus curve shown in Figure 4(a) according to
the current magnification of the zoom motor and the cur-
rent focal length of the focus motor of lens A, such as the
curve corresponding to the object distance of 1.5m. Ac-
cording to the current focus curve, the current object dis-
tance of the scene where the image capture device is
located is determined as 1.5m. According to the current
object distance of 1.5m, from the multiple focus curves
shown in Figure 4(b), the focus curve with an object dis-
tance of 1.5m is obtained, so as to determine the current
magnification of lens B. Based on the current magnifica-
tion of the second long zoom lens, the second long zoom
lens is performed focusing on. Suppose the first short
zoom lens is lens B and the second long zoom lens is
lens A, the operation is similar to the operation performed
when the first short zoom lens is lens A, and the difference
is that when the second long zoom lens follows to focus,
the focus curve based on is the focus curve of lens A.
[0070] In addition, for the case where the image cap-
ture device contains more than two zoom lenses, since
the zooming is always performed within the expanded
zoom range, no matter which lens zoom range the current
focal length belongs to, as long as the overlapping range
of the current focal length is determined, the two adjacent
zoom ranges within the overlapping range can be deter-
mined, so that the two lenses corresponding to the two
adjacent zoom ranges can be determined, and then the
same steps as those for two lenses can be performed to
achieve image captures after the expansion of focal
length range by using more than two zoom lenses.
[0071] In specific applications, when the focal length
of the image capture device is expanded through the
above embodiment of the present application shown in
FIG. 1, it is likely that the optical axis is not on the same
straight line because the two lenses or multiple lenses
are placed side by side during the assembly process. For
example, when two lenses are placed left and right, one
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angle of view is to the left and the other angle of view is
to the right. At this time, when the output screen pictures
of the image capture device is switched from the image
captured by one lens to the image captured by another
lens, an abnormal screen picture jumps occur. In this
regard, in order to reduce abnormal screen picture jumps
when switching the output screen pictures of different
lenses, yet another embodiment of the present applica-
tion provides an image capture device with at least two
zoom lenses, which includes: a first chip and at least two
zoom lenses; the at least two zoom lenses include a first
short zoom lens and a second long zoom lens, wherein
the first short zoom lens has a first continuous zoom in-
terval, and the second long zoom lens has a second con-
tinuous zoom lens, and the first continuous zoom interval
and the second continuous zoom interval have a contin-
uous partially-overlapping interval.
[0072] The above first chip is further configured for:

before controlling the image sensor corresponding
to the second long zoom lens to generate real-time
images and controlling the image sensor corre-
sponding to the first short zoom lens to stop gener-
ating real-time images, when the current magnifica-
tion corresponding to the images output by the image
capture device is within the continuous overlapping
interval, obtaining a reference image captured by the
first short zoom lens at the current magnification; per-
forming feature identification on the reference image
to obtain the length and height of a feature in the
reference image and the positions of the feature
points in the reference image;

obtaining a first image captured by the second long
zoom lens at the current magnification; performing
feature identification on the first image to obtain the
length and height of the feature in the first image and
the positions of the feature points in the first image;

at the current magnification, when the image output
by the image capture device is switched from the
image captured by the first short zoom lens to the
image captured by the second long zoom lens, ac-
cording to the length and height of the feature and
positions of the feature points in the reference image
and the length and height of the feature and positions
of the feature points in the first image, determining
an area to be output of the first image; and

outputting the area to be output of the first image
according to the output resolution of the image cap-
ture device.

[0073] Among them, the first short zoom and the sec-
ond long zoom in the first short zoom lens and the second
long zoom lens are only for facilitating the description of
the two zoom lenses. For example, as shown in FIG. 8,
lens A can be supposed as the first short zoom lens and

lens B as the second long zoom lens; of course, lens B
can be supposed as the first short zoom lens and lens A
as the second long zoom lens. Since the image capture
device includes two zoom lenses and the parameters of
the optical elements of each lens are different, in order
to facilitate calculation and description, in this application,
the focal length of each lens is the focal length with the
same parameters, that is, the equivalent focal length. For
example, the focal length is converted into the lens focal
length corresponding to the same imaging angle of view
on the 135 camera (a camera specification), and the con-
verted focal length is the equivalent focal length. For ex-
ample, when the image capture device includes two
zoom lenses: lens A and lens B, the equivalent focal
lengths of the lens A and lens B can be as shown in FIG.
8, where the equivalent focal lengths of lens A are Fa1-
Fa2, the equivalent focal length of lens B is Fb1-Fb2, and
the overlapping range of the equivalent focal length of
lens A and lens B is [Fb1,Fa2].
[0074] In addition, the image capture device uses com-
puter vision technologies, such as a convolutional neural
network, to determine feature points and feature included
in the first image and the reference image. In order to
further reduce the degree of screen picture jumps, when
selecting the feature points, a more obvious point near
the center of the screen can be selected as a feature
point. The length and height of the feature should be as
large as possible, but the feature must be completely
included in the first image and the reference image. The
image capture device determines the coordinates of the
feature points in the two-dimensional coordinate system
of the reference image to obtain the reference coordi-
nates. And according to the two-dimensional coordinate
system of the reference image, determine the length of
the feature in the reference image: reference length, and
height: reference height.
[0075] In specific applications, the image capture de-
vice aligns the first image with the reference image ac-
cording to the reference coordinates, reference length,
reference height, first coordinates, first length, and first
height and using the reference image as the reference
to determine the area to be output of the first image. When
the image currently output by the image capture device
is an image captured by the second long zoom lens, the
image capture device outputs the area to be output of
the first image according to the output resolution. In this
way, when the image output by the image capture device
is converted into the image captured by the first short
zoom lens, the degree of screen pictures jumps are small.
Or when the image currently output by the image capture
device is the image captured by the first short zoom lens,
at the time that the image output by the image capture
device is converted into the image captured by the sec-
ond long zoom lens, the image capture device outputs
the area to be output of the first image, thereby reducing
the degree of screen picture jumps.
[0076] The image capture device of the embodiment
of the present application, for the image capture device
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with two or more zoom lenses, determines an area to be
output of the reference image according to the reference
coordinates, reference length, reference height, first co-
ordinate, first length, and first height when applying mag-
nification splicing, which reduces the degree of screen
picture jumps.
[0077] Optionally, the first chip obtains a first image
captured by the second long zoom lens at a first focal
length and a reference image captured by the first short
zoom lens at the first focal length can specifically include:

step 1: obtaining a first image captured by the second
long zoom lens at the first focal length.

step 2: determining a second focal length of the first
short zoom lens according to the first focal length,
wherein the equivalent focal length of the first focal
length is the same as that of the second focal length.
Wherein, according to the optical parameters of the
second long zoom lens and the first short zoom lens,
the first focal length can be converted into the focal
length of the first short zoom lens to obtain the sec-
ond focal length of the first short zoom lens.

step 3: setting the focal length of the first short zoom
lens as the second focal length, and obtaining a ref-
erence image captured by the first short zoom lens
at the second focal length.
wherein, the reference image and the first image can
be as shown in FIG. 9(a) and FIG. 9(b), the width of
the image output by the image capture device is Fw,
and the height of the image output by the image cap-
ture device is Fh.

[0078] Optionally, according to the length and height
of the feature and the positions of the feature points in
the reference image, as well as the length and height of
the feature and the positions of the feature points, deter-
mining the area to be output of the first image includes
the following steps 1 to 4:

step 1: obtaining an output area of the reference im-
age, wherein the feature is included in the output
area of the reference image, and the feature points
are included in the output area of the reference im-
age;

step 2: calculating the ratio of the length of the feature
in the reference image to the length of the feature in
the first image and the ratio of the height of the feature
in the reference image to the height of the feature in
the first image to obtain a target scaling ratio;

step 3: according to the target scaling ratio, scaling
the output area of the reference image to obtain a
scaled image; and

step 4: by using the feature points in the scaled image

and the feature points in the first image as the aligned
reference points, determining a mapping area in the
first image corresponding to the scaled image as the
area to be output of the first image.

[0079] Optionally, according to the length and height
of the feature and the positions of the feature points in
the reference image, as well as the length and height of
the feature and the positions of the feature points, deter-
mining the area to be output of the first image includes
the following steps 1 to 5:

step 1: according to the coordinates of the feature
points in the first image, the coordinates of the fea-
ture points in the reference image, the length of the
feature in the first image, and the length of the feature
in the reference image, based on formula (1):

 determining the cropping
length on the left; wherein, Left is the cropping length
on the left, Xp is the X coordinate of the feature points
in the first image, Wp is the length of the feature in
the first image, Xq is the X coordinate of the feature
points in the reference image, and Wq is the length
of the feature in the reference image;

step 2: according to the coordinates of the feature
points in the first image, the coordinates of the fea-
ture points in the reference image, the length of the
feature in the first image, and the length of the feature
in the reference image, based on formula (2):

 determin-
ing the cropping length on the right, where Right is
the above cropping length on the right, and Fw is the
width of the output resolution of the above image
capture device;

step 3: according to the coordinates of the feature
points in the first image, the coordinates of the fea-
ture points in the reference image, the height of the
feature in the first image, and the height of the feature
in the reference image, based on formula (3):

 determining the cropping
length on the up side, wherein, Up is the cropping
length on the up side, Yp is the Y coordinate of the
feature points in the first image, Hp is the height of
the feature in the first image, Yq is Y coordinate of
the feature points in the reference image, and Hq is
the height of the feature in the reference image;

step 4: according to the coordinates of the feature
points in the first image, the coordinates of the fea-
ture points in the reference image, the height of the
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feature in the first image, and the height of the feature
in the reference image, based on formula (4):

 deter-
mining the cropping length on the down side, where-
in, Down is the above cropping length on the down
side, Fh is the height of the output resolution of the
above image capture device; and

step 5: according to the cropping length on the left
side, the cropping length on the right side, the crop-
ping length on the up side and the cropping length
on the down side, cropping the reference image to
obtain the area to be output of the reference image.
wherein, a schematic diagram of the reference im-
age can be as shown in FIG. 9(a), and a schematic
diagram of the first image can be as shown in FIG.
9(b).

[0080] Optionally, the first chip is further configured
for :

when the current magnification of the second long
zoom lens is not in the overlapped continuous inter-
val, obtaining a target cropping length on the left side,
a target cropping length on the right side, an target
cropping length on the up side, and a target cropping
length on the down side at a magnification extreme
value, wherein the magnification extreme value is an
extreme value of the overlapped continuous interval;

cropping the image captured by the second long
zoom lens according to the target cropping length
on the left side, the target cropping length on the
right side, the target cropping length on the up side,
and the target cropping length on the down side, to
obtain a target area to be output of the image cap-
tured by the second long zoom lens; and

outputting the target area to be output of the image
captured by the second long zoom lens according
to the output resolution of the image capture device.

[0081] Optionally, the first chip is further configured for:

when the current magnification of the second long
zoom lens is not in the overlapped continuous inter-
val, obtaining a second image captured by the sec-
ond long zoom lens at the current magnification and
a third image captured by the first short zoom lens
at a magnification extreme value, wherein the mag-
nification extreme value is an extreme value of the
overlapped continuous interval, and the magnifica-
tion extreme value is a magnification extreme value
of the first short zoom lens;

performing feature identification on the second im-

age to obtain a length and height of the feature object
in the second image and coordinates of the feature
points in the second image; performing feature iden-
tification on the third image to obtain a length and
height of the feature object in the third image and
coordinates of the feature points in the third image;

calculating a target cropping length on the left side,
a target cropping length on the right side, a target
cropping length on the up side and a target cropping
length on the down side according to the length and
height of the feature object and positions of the fea-
ture points in the second image, and the length and
height of the feature object and positions of the fea-
ture points in the third image;

according to the target cropping length on the left
side, the target cropping length on the right side, the
target cropping length on the up side, the target crop-
ping length on the down side, and a unit adjustment
magnification of the second long zoom lens, calcu-
lating unit lengths to be cropped respectively on the
left side, right side, up side, and down side when
adjusting a unit adjustment magnification each time
from the magnification extreme value to the current
magnification;

determining the target area to be output of the image
captured by the second long zoom lens according
to unit lengths to be cropped respectively on the left
side, right side, up side, and down side; and

outputting the target area to be output of the image
captured by the second long zoom lens according
to the output resolution of the image capture device.

[0082] The magnification extreme value is an extreme
value in the overlapping range, and is not an extreme
value of the second long zoom lens. For example, as
shown in FIG. 8, when the second long zoom lens is lens
A and the first short zoom lens is lens B, the magnification
extreme value is Fb1; when the second long zoom lens
is lens B, the first short zoom lens is lens A, the magni-
fication extreme value is Fa2. For the calculation meth-
ods for the target cropping length on the left side, the
target cropping length on the right side, the target crop-
ping length on the up side and the target cropping length
on the down side, please refer to the above formula
(1)-(4), which will not be repeated here.
[0083] In addition, the unit adjusting focal length of the
second long zoom lens can be determined according to
the minimum adjusting unit of the Zoom motor of the sec-
ond long zoom lens in the image capture device. The
following takes the calculation of the unit length on the
left side as an example. Adjusting the focal length of the
second long zoom lens from the current magnification to
the magnification extreme value requires a total of N unit
adjusting focal length, so that the unit length on the left
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side = the target cropping length on the left side /N. The
calculation methods for the unit length on the right side,
the unit length on the up side, and the unit length on the
down side are similar to the above, which will be not re-
peated here.
[0084] For example, in the process of adjusting mag-
nification from the current magnification to the magnifi-
cation extreme value, a total of M units are adjusted from
the current magnification, so that it is necessary to crop
M unit length with regard to the left side on the left side
of the image currently captured by the second long zoom
lens, crop M unit lengths with regard to the right side on
the right side, crop M unit lengths with regard to the up
side on the up side, and crop M unit lengths with regard
to the down side on the down side to obtain a target area
to be output.
[0085] Optionally, the above first chip is further config-
ured for:
by using computer vision technologies, identifying the
feature and the feature points are commonly included in
the reference image and the first image.
[0086] Optionally, an image capture device including
two zoom lenses can be as shown in FIG. 10, wherein,
Sensor is an image sensor, focus is a Focus motor, and
zoom is a Zoom motor.
[0087] Optionally, the first chip is a processor, and the
above image capture device further includes a storage
medium, a communication interface, and a communica-
tion bus. The processor, the communication interface,
and the memory communicate with each other through
the communication bus.
[0088] The above communication bus mentioned in
the image capture device can be a Peripheral Compo-
nent Interconnect (PCI) bus or an Extended Industry
Standard Architecture (EISA) bus, etc. The communica-
tion bus can be divided into address bus, data bus, control
bus, etc. For ease of representation, only one thick line
is used to present in the figure, but it does not mean that
there is only one bus or one type of bus.
[0089] The communication interface is used for the
communication between the above image capture device
and other device.
[0090] All of the embodiments in the description are
described in a correlated manner, and identical or similar
parts in various embodiments can refer to one another.
In addition, the description for each embodiment focuses
on the differences from other embodiments.
[0091] It should be noted that the relationship terms
use here, such as "first," "second," and the like are only
used to distinguish one entity or operation from another
entity or operation, but do not necessarily require or imply
that there is actual relationship or order between these
entities or operations. Moreover, the terms "include,"
"comprise," or any variants thereof are intended to cover
a non-exclusive inclusion, such that processes, methods,
articles, or device, including a series of elements, include
not only those elements that have been listed, but also
other elements that have not specifically been listed or

the elements intrinsic to these processes, methods, ar-
ticles, or device. Without further limitations, elements lim-
ited by the wording "comprise(s) a/an..." do not exclude
additional identical elements in the processes, methods,
articles, or device, including the listed elements.
[0092] The descriptions mentioned-above are only
preferred embodiments of the present application, and
are not intended to limit the scope of the present appli-
cation. Any modification, equivalent, or improvement
within the spirit and principle of this application are in-
cluded within the scope of this application.

Claims

1. An image capture device, comprising:

a first chip, zoom lenses, image sensors, zoom
motors, and focus motors;
wherein the number of the first chip is one;
the number of the zoom lenses are two, which
comprises a first short zoom lens and a second
long zoom lens; the two zoom lenses have dif-
ferent zoom ranges, and there is an overlap
range between the zoom ranges of the two zoom
lenses;
the number of the image sensors is two, and the
two image sensors correspond to the two zoom
lenses respectively, and the two image sensors
are communicatively connected to the first chip
respectively;
the number of the zoom motors is two, the
number of the focus motors is two, and the two
zoom motors and the two focus motors are com-
municatively connected to the first chip respec-
tively; wherein one of the two zoom motor is con-
nected to the first short zoom lens, and the other
one of the two zoom motors is connected to the
second long zoom lens; and one of the two focus
motors is connected to the first short zoom lens,
and the other one of the two focus motors is
connected to the second long zoom lens; and
the first chip is configured for, upon detecting
that a current focal length of the first short zoom
lens is equal to a preset switching focal length
value, controlling an image sensor correspond-
ing to the second long zoom lens to generate
real-time images, and controlling an image sen-
sor corresponding to the first short zoom lens to
stop generating real-time images; wherein the
preset switching focal length value is within the
overlap range.

2. The device according to claim 1, wherein the detect-
ing that a current focal length of the first short zoom
lens is equal to a preset switching focal length value
comprises:
obtaining a current magnification of the zoom motor
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corresponding to the first short zoom lens; according
to the current magnification, determining the current
focal length of the first short zoom lens by using a
preset corresponding relationship between the mag-
nification and the focal length; determining whether
the current focal length of the short zoom lens is
equal to the preset switching focal length value; if
yes, it is detected that the current focal length of the
first short zoom lens is equal to the preset switching
focal length value.

3. The device according to claim 1, wherein the device
further comprises a second chip, wherein the
number of the second chip is one, and the first chip
is communicatively connected to the second chip;
the two zoom motors and the two focus motors are
respectively communicatively connected to the first
chip via the second chip;
the first chip is further configured for, upon detecting
the current focal length of the first short zoom lens
is equal to the preset switching focal length, before
controlling the image sensor corresponding to the
second long zoom lens to generate real-time images,
sending a control instruction to the second chip; and
the second chip is configured for, upon receiving the
control instruction, controlling the zoom motor cor-
responding to the second long zoom lens to perform
a zoom operation, controlling the focus motor corre-
sponding to the second long zoom lens to perform
focusing operation, and controlling the image sensor
corresponding to the second long zoom lens not to
generate real-time images.

4. The device according to claim 3, wherein
the first chip, upon detecting that the current focal
length of the first short zoom lens is within the overlap
range, sending a control instruction to the second
chip comprises:

upon detecting that the current focal length of
the first short zoom lens is within the overlap
range, obtaining a current object distance cor-
responding to the current focal length, and de-
termining a first magnification and a first focal
length of the second long zoom lens based on
the current object distance and the current focal
length, and sending a control instruction includ-
ing the first magnification and the first focal
length to the second chip; and
the second chip, upon receiving the control in-
struction, controlling the zoom motor corre-
sponding to the second long zoom lens to per-
form the zoom operation, controlling the focus
motor corresponding to the second long zoom
lens to perform the focusing operation, and con-
trolling the image sensor corresponding to the
second long zoom lens not to generate real-time
images comprises:

upon receiving the control instruction including
the first magnification and the first focal length,
controlling the zoom motor corresponding to the
second long zoom lens to perform the zoom op-
eration according to the first magnification, con-
trolling the focus motor corresponding to the
second long zoom lens to performs the focusing
operation according to the first focal length, and
controlling the image sensor corresponding to
the second long zoom lens not to generate real-
time images.

5. The device according to claim 4, wherein obtaining
a current object distance corresponding to the cur-
rent focal length and determining a first magnification
and a first focal length of the second long zoom lens
based on the current object distance and the current
focal length comprises:

determining the current object distance based
on the current magnification and the current fo-
cal length corresponding to the first short zoom
lens;
based on the current object distance and the
current magnification corresponding to the first
short zoom lens, searching for a first preset mag-
nification curve and determining a first magnifi-
cation corresponding to the second long zoom
lens; wherein the first preset curve comprises at
least one magnification curve, any one of the at
least one magnification curve is used to indicate
a corresponding relationship between magnifi-
cation of the first short zoom lens and magnifi-
cation of the second long zoom lens at one pre-
set object distance, and wherein different mag-
nification curves correspond to different preset
object distances; and
based on the first magnification corresponding
to the second long zoom lens, searching for a
focus curve corresponding to the second long
zoom lens and determining a first focal length
corresponding to the second long zoom lens,
wherein the focus curve comprises at least one
focus curve, any one of the at least one focus
curve is used to indicate a corresponding rela-
tionship between magnification of the second
long zoom lens and focal length of the second
long zoom lens at one preset object distance,
and wherein different focus curves correspond
to different preset object distances.

6. The device according to claim 1, wherein the first
chip is further configured for:

before controlling the image sensor correspond-
ing to the second long zoom lens to generate
real-time images and controlling the image sen-
sor corresponding to the first short zoom lens to
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stop generating real-time images, determining
a preset magnification corresponding to the first
short zoom lens based on the preset switching
focal length;
based on the preset magnification correspond-
ing to the first short zoom lens, a specified zoom
speed and an initial magnification of the first
short zoom lens, determining an initial step size
of the zoom motor of the first short zoom lens,
and controlling the zoom motor of the first short
zoom lens to operate to the initial step size; and
after the zoom motor of the first short zoom lens
operates to the initial step size, controlling the
zoom motor of the first short zoom lens to per-
form a zoom operation according to the specified
zoom speed.

7. The device according to claim 1, wherein the first
chip is further configured for:
upon detecting that the focal length of the second
long zoom lens is equal to the preset switching focal
length value, instructing the image sensor corre-
sponding to the first short zoom lens to generate real-
time images, and instructing the image sensor cor-
responding to the second long zoom lens to stop
generating real-time images.

8. The device according to claim 1, wherein the first
chip is further configured for:
upon detecting that the current focal length of the
first short zoom lens is not within the overlap range
and is within the zoom range of the first short zoom
lens, controlling the image sensor corresponding to
the first short zoom lens to generate real-time imag-
es, and controlling the image sensor corresponding
to the second long zoom lens not to generate real-
time images.

9. The device according to any one of claims 1 to 8,
wherein the first short zoom lens has a first contin-
uous zoom interval, the second long zoom lens has
a second continuous zoom interval, and the first con-
tinuous zoom interval and the second continuous
zoom interval have a partially overlapped continuous
interval;
the first chip is further configured for:

before controlling the image sensor correspond-
ing to the second long zoom lens to generate
real-time images and controlling the image sen-
sor corresponding to the first short zoom lens to
stop generating real-time images, when a cur-
rent magnification corresponding to images out-
put by the image capture device is within the
overlapped continuous interval, obtaining a ref-
erence image captured by the first short zoom
lens at the current magnification; performing
feature identification on the reference image to

obtain length and height of a feature object in
the reference image and positions of feature
points in the reference image;
obtaining a first image captured by the second
long zoom lens at the current magnification; per-
forming feature identification on the first image
to obtain length and height of a feature object in
the first image and positions of feature points in
the first image;
at the current magnification, when images out-
put by the image capture device is switched from
images captured by the first short zoom lens to
images captured by the second long zoom lens,
determining an area to be output of the first im-
age according to the length and height of the
feature object and positions of the feature points
in the reference image and the length and height
of the feature object and positions of the feature
points in the first image; and
outputting the area to be output of the first image
according to an output resolution of the image
capture device.

10. The device according to claim 9, wherein determin-
ing an area to be output of the first image according
to the length and height of the feature object and
positions of the feature points in the reference image
and the length and height of the feature object and
positions of the feature points in the first image com-
prises:

obtaining an output area of the reference image,
wherein the feature object is included in the out-
put area of the reference image, and the feature
points are included in the output area of the ref-
erence image; calculating a ratio of the length
of the feature object in the reference image to
the length of the feature object in the first image,
and a ratio of the height of the feature object in
the reference image to the height of the feature
object in the first image to obtain a target scaling
ratio; and
scaling the output area of the reference image
according to the target scaling ratio to obtain a
scaled image; by using feature points in the
scaled image and the feature points in the first
image as the aligned reference points, determin-
ing a mapping area in the first image corre-
sponding to the scaled image as the area to be
output of the first image.

11. The device according to claim 10, wherein the first
chip is further configured for:

when the current magnification of the second
long zoom lens is not in the overlapped contin-
uous interval, obtaining a target cropping length
on the left side, a target cropping length on the
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right side, an target cropping length on the up
side, and a target cropping length on the down
side at a magnification extreme value, wherein
the magnification extreme value is an extreme
value of the overlapped continuous interval;
cropping the image captured by the second long
zoom lens according to the target cropping
length on the left side, the target cropping length
on the right side, the target cropping length on
the up side, and the target cropping length on
the down side, to obtain a target area to be out-
put of the image captured by the second long
zoom lens; and
outputting the target area to be output of the im-
age captured by the second long zoom lens ac-
cording to the output resolution of the image cap-
ture device.

12. The device according to claim 9, wherein the first
chip is further configured for:

when the current magnification of the second
long zoom lens is not in the overlapped contin-
uous interval, obtaining a second image cap-
tured by the second long zoom lens at the cur-
rent magnification and a third image captured
by the first short zoom lens at a magnification
extreme value, wherein the magnification ex-
treme value is an extreme value of the over-
lapped continuous interval, and the magnifica-
tion extreme value is a magnification extreme
value of the first short zoom lens;
performing feature identification on the second
image to obtain a length and height of the feature
object in the second image and coordinates of
the feature points in the second image; perform-
ing feature identification on the third image to
obtain a length and height of the feature object
in the third image and coordinates of the feature
points in the third image;
calculating a target cropping length on the left
side, a target cropping length on the right side,
a target cropping length on the up side and a
target cropping length on the down side accord-
ing to the length and height of the feature object
and positions of the feature points in the second
image, and the length and height of the feature
object and positions of the feature points in the
third image;
according to the target cropping length on the
left side, the target cropping length on the right
side, the target cropping length on the up side,
the target cropping length on the down side, and
a unit adjustment magnification of the second
long zoom lens, calculating unit lengths to be
cropped respectively on the left side, right side,
up side, and down side when adjusting a unit
adjustment magnification each time from the

magnification extreme value to the current mag-
nification;
determining the target area to be output of the
image captured by the second long zoom lens
according to unit lengths to be cropped respec-
tively on the left side, right side, up side, and
down side; and
outputting the target area to be output of the im-
age captured by the second long zoom lens ac-
cording to the output resolution of the image cap-
ture device.
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